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Abstract

The mechanisms involved in organ motions are central to our understanding of
how plants develop and respond to environmental stimuli such as light quality,
gravity, and water availability throughout time. Recent studies have shown that
motions in plants such as circadian rhythms and growth patterns, can be recorded
and quantified from time series of terrestrial laser scans (TLS). However, most
works monitored the changes of certain functional traits such as height and volume
to detect and analyze structural dynamics. A generic method for retrieving fine-
scale three-dimensional (3D) motion fields of plant structural movements is still
missing. We present PlantMove, a new fully automatic tool to quantify 3D mo-
tion fields of plant structural movements with varied magnitudes using TLS point
clouds acquired over different time periods. The method uses spatio-temporal
point cloud registration embedded in a progressive and coarse-to-fine framework,
enabling an efficient processing of large datasets with complex structures. Plant-
Move was first demonstrated on synthetic plant datasets, displaying millimeter to
centimeter level accuracy of retrieved motion fields. In addition, PlantMove was
used to assess circadian rhythms on a birch tree from TLS data acquired over the
course of one night with about one-hour time intervals, and growth patterns on an
English oak from a four-year TLS survey. PlantMove can help to better monitor
plant phenotypic plasticity with fine level of details, and can contribute to improve
our understanding in plant dynamics across various spatial and temporal scales.
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1. Introduction1

Plants exhibit motions over a wide temporal range (second - year) that are2

generally classified into nastic, tactic and tropistic categories to maintain optimal3

rates in growth and development under ever-changing environmental conditions4

(Forterre, 2013; Guo et al., 2015). In contrast to the fast nastic movements, tropis-5

tic movements are generally slow, even imperceptible to human senses, and refer6

to directional movements in response to environmental stimuli such as light qual-7

ity, gravity, and water availability (Moulia, 2013; Liscum et al., 2014). Monitor-8

ing these movements is central to our understanding of how plants develop and9

respond to environments. For example, plant structural changes driven by phenol-10

ogy and growth dynamics are strongly related to climate-biosphere systems and11

global environmental changes (White et al., 2009). Especially for forests, the phe-12

nological inter-annual variations of tree structures are vital indicators of climate13

change and climate-biosphere interactions (Campos et al., 2021). In forestry and14

agronomy, the task to monitor the dynamics of plant structures is also referred to15

phenotyping, for which the goal is to measure plant traits to describe the anatomy16

and physiology of plants (Fiorani and Schurr, 2013). In this regard, the capabil-17

ity of monitoring and quantifying plant movements is crucial for plant breeding18

and management. Compared to the high-throughput phenotyping of agricultural19

crops, forest phenotyping is considered more challenging owing to the large vol-20

ume, shape variations of trees, and longer temporal scales. Nonetheless, the in-21

terest of forest phenotyping for forest management is increasing drastically (Jin22

et al., 2021). As a consequence, all above-mentioned considerations call for effec-23

tive tools and approaches to monitor and quantify plant movements in a consistent24

manner.25

1.1. Current methods for measuring plant structural changes26

Traditional approaches for monitoring and measuring growth and structural27

changes in plants are often time-consuming and labor-intensive (Casella and Sino-28

quet, 2003). In particular, monitoring and measuring how plant structures change29

and develop over time are very tedious, and often require invasive or destructive30

methods that harm the plants. For instance, morphometry measurements of tree31

petiolar xylem was conducted by cutting the petiole with a hand-held scalpel in32
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early stage (Correia et al., 2001). With the developments of sensing techniques,33

undoubtedly, proximal and remote techniques have become the backbone of phe-34

notyping. Optical imaging was widely used to capture plant architecture and phys-35

iological information (Mu et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018). However, these tech-36

niques were unable to characterize the three-dimensional (3D) structure of plants,37

and their corresponding movements and dynamics. Later, 3D imaging techniques38

such as stereo computer vision successfully enabled the qualification of 3D struc-39

tural properties of plants, and eventually became the state of the art for current40

phenotyping technologies (Chaudhury et al., 2018). However, optical imaging41

techniques have inevitable limitations, as they rely significantly on light condi-42

tions, background reflection properties, and the structural complexity of plants.43

Consequently, they are generally applied in controlled environments (Jin et al.,44

2021). The applicability of optical imaging techniques in field environments in-45

cluding forests and croplands is still challenging.46

In past years, Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) has been increasingly used in47

studying vegetation properties such as height, canopy cover, leaf area distribution,48

and above-ground biomass, owing to its distinct capability in delineating accurate49

and high-resolution 3D structures (Ashcroft et al., 2014; Raumonen et al., 2015;50

Wang, 2020). Moreover, recent advancements of TLS technology allow more51

feasible and operational acquisition of data over time (i.e., TLS time series) to52

monitor and understand spatio-temporal plant dynamics (Eitel et al., 2016). For53

example, one typical application of TLS time series is to assess the change in plant54

functional traits such as leaf area density (e.g., Hosoi and Omasa, 2009), plant55

area index (e.g., Calders et al., 2015) , and crown expansion (e.g., Martin-Ducup56

et al., 2017). This type of study aims to monitor long-term plant phenomena in-57

cluding seasonal phenology and growth dynamics. More recently, studies have58

shown great potentials of TLS time series in capturing short-term plant structural59

dynamics such as circadian motion (Puttonen et al., 2016a, 2019) and nocturnal60

movement (Zlinszky et al., 2017). These studies used TLS data acquired with very61

short time intervals (i.e., ≤ 1 h) to reveal the actual displacements of movements,62

instead of assessing the changes on the whole tree level simplified into individ-63

ual metrics like height or volume. The monitoring of actual movements holds64

great potentials in unveiling a detailed motion field of plant structural changes65

that may help to better understand the responses of plants to environmental stim-66

uli and their spatio-temporal dynamics. Nonetheless, current challenge is the lack67

of appropriate and robust quantitative methods for large datasets acquired from68

outdoor environments, as point clouds are generally known to be large in volume69

(e.g., over millions of points) and heterogeneous (e.g., occlusion levels).70
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Figure 1: The objective of PlantMove. Left to right: TLS point cloud from Epoch t1; TLS point
cloud from Epoch t2; Recovered point-wise 3D motion field between t1 to t2. Magnified view
corresponds to the black rectangle area.

Recently, the robotics communities have made promising advancements in de-71

veloping new sensing platforms and data processing techniques to automatically72

measure geometric plant traits with high fidelity over time (Paulus et al., 2014;73

Pieruschka and Schurr, 2019). These systems often used laser scanners and RGB-74

D cameras to acquire 3D geometry of plants, and time series 3D data were used to75

trace the growth of plant organs and detect topological events such as branching76

and decay (Paproki et al., 2012; Li et al., 2013). However, these studies focused77

on the organ level and aimed to detect changes in organ geometry rather than ac-78

tual spatio-temporal structrual movements. To tackle this challenge, recent studies79

proposed skeleton based methods to track changes in plant structure by associat-80

ing corresponding skeleton nodes over time, which was achieved by non-rigid81

registration (Chebrolu et al., 2020; Magistri et al., 2020; Chebrolu et al., 2021).82

Nonetheless, these approaches still have not been able to extract a detailed move-83

ment pattern in 3D, and focused on the organ level analysis as well. Moreover,84

they require semantic and topological information to be extracted first, either by85

segmentation or skeleton techniques, which is very challenging for large and com-86

plex plants. On the other hand, a recent work of Puttonen et al. (2019) proposed a87

clustering method to quantify the displacement of tree circadian rhythms, which88

is able to process complex plant structures such as trees. However, this method is89

only applicable to small-scale movement between epochs, and the overall move-90

ment can be estimated by aggregating small movements subsequently. Nonethe-91

less, a generic method that is able to quantify various types of plant structural92

movements with different displacement patterns is still missing.93
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1.2. The demand of motion estimation methods for plant movement quantification94

Overall, the number of studies that use time series laser scanning to better un-95

derstand and monitor spatio-temporal dynamics is growing rapidly (Eitel et al.,96

2016). For vegetation, time series TLS data have shed light onto vegetation phe-97

nology at fine structural and temporal resolutions. A key factor that made this pos-98

sible is the technical advancements of terrestrial laser scanners which now allow99

operational acquisition of high density and quality 3D point clouds for relatively100

low capital and time investment. For example, a recent work of Campos et al.101

(2021) assembled a permanent TLS measurement station in Finland that monitors102

a boreal forest site with high spatial and temporal resolution. The data are to be103

collected continuously. In addition to the structural changes that are captured by104

these time series TLS data, tree physiological properties can be assessed as well if105

spectral information is included alongside the spatial and temporal domain (Eitel106

et al., 2016). For instance, Junttila et al. (2021b) studied the diurnal variation in107

leaf water potential in Scots pine and Silver birch trees using two-day time se-108

ries TLS data. In a later study, the authors discovered that the diurnal movement109

of branches quantified by TLS time series was largely explained by leaf water110

status (Junttila et al., 2021a). These works clearly demonstrated the capability,111

effectiveness, as well as the increasing trend of time series TLS data in vegetation112

studies.113

Moreover, longer range, low-cost, and more portable laser scanning devices114

are continuously being built. For example, Singh et al. (2020) sampled the 3D115

structure of savanna vegetation at a hillslope with a Riegl VZ 2000 TLS system,116

revealing the great potential of long-range TLS to monitor wide-area vegetation117

dynamics. On the other hand, recent developments of low-cost and light-weight118

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) laser scanning platforms could allow repeat and119

flexible acquisitions of point cloud data over prolonged periods of time (Hu et al.,120

2021). These developments clearly call for corresponding time series data pro-121

cessing techniques to unveil the full potential of multi-temporal laser scanning for122

vegetation monitoring.123

1.3. Objective124

Here, we present PlantMove, an open-source tool for quantifying plant struc-125

tural movements from TLS time series by recovering a detailed 3D motion filed126

of movements (Figure 1). We present the designed algorithms and the workflow127

of PlantMove to process TLS time series data with four examples to demonstrate128

the effectiveness and potential of PlantMove in plant physiology and phenotyp-129

ing fields. The designed methodology is free from restricted assumptions of plant130
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species, data quality, coordinate origins, and the actual type of structural move-131

ment. Meanwhile, it is the first method to reveal a detailed 3D motion field with132

point-wise movement direction and displacement magnitude.133

2. Material and methods134

2.1. Study data135

We demonstrate the accuracy and the robustness of PlantMove on four differ-136

ent sets of point clouds: computer-generated synthetic plants (a flower and a tree)137

and real trees (a silver birch, Betula pendula Roth and an English oak, Quercus138

robur L.). We intend to cover different types of plant structure movements with139

varied magnitudes (e.g., small to big, fine to coarse). The synthetic datasets allow140

us to quantify the accuracy of retrieved motion fields, and the real datasets are141

used to evaluate the robustness of the method.142

2.1.1. Synthetic flower143

Figure 2: Left to right: The virtual flower model. Red lines indicate simulated motion fields
(500 examples shown for visualization); Simulated TLS point clouds of the original and deformed
models; Reference displacement fields; Retrieved displacement fields.

A virtual flower mesh model (1 m tall) was created using the SpeedTree soft-144

ware (Interactive Data Visualization, Inc. Lexington, SC, USA) (Figure 2). The145

structure of the plant was numerically changed by applying a nonlinear transfor-146

mation function to the mesh model. The maximum movement magnitude was147

about 5 cm (with a mean displacement of 1.3 cm) to mimic small-scale movement148
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phenomena such as mechanical stimulation of insect movement or osmotic re-149

sponse of water to the ion flux (Forterre, 2013). TLS data were then simulated on150

both mesh models using the open-source platform HELIOS (Bechtold and Höfle,151

2016). Specifically, the Riegl VZ-400 scanner (Riegl Laser Measurement Systems152

GmbH, Austria) was simulated using settings of 0.3 mrad beam divergence, 0.04◦
153

angular increment, and two opposing scans at 5 m distance from the flower. The154

reference motion field was retrieved directly from the mesh models (Figure 2).155

2.1.2. Synthetic tree156

Figure 3: Left to right: The virtual tree model. Red lines indicate simulated motion fields (500
examples shown for visualization); Simulated TLS point clouds of the original and deformed
models; Reference displacement fields; Retrieved displacement fields.

A virtual tree (Figure 3) was created using the SpeedTree software. Similar157

to the synthetic flower example, TLS data were simulated as well using the same158

specifications, despite that the scans were placed 10 m away from the tree. Here,159

we simulated a large-scale crown movement with the maximum displacement up160

to 60 cm (with a mean displacement of 23.8 cm) to mimic phenomena such as161

tropisms or growth-related competitions. The simulated motion field also had a162

heterogeneous pattern distributed over the crown (Figure 3).163

In addition, we simulated the TLS data of this synthetic tree with different164

coordinate origins. In practice, multi-temporal point cloud data can be acquired165

from different measurement campaigns, or using different scanners, or even from166
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different data acquisition techniques. The acquired point cloud data thus can be167

embedded in coordinate systems with different origins. In order to estimate the168

motion fields of structural movement, the mis-alignment originated from coordi-169

nates should be eliminated first. Usually, this is done by pre-aligning the point170

clouds manually or using some rigid registration approaches. Here, we demon-171

strate that PlantMove is intrinsically able to handle point clouds with arbitrary172

coordinates, as long as they are from the same type of coordinate system. More173

details can be found in Section 3.2.174

2.1.3. Birch example175

Figure 4: Side and top view of TLS point clouds of a Silver birch tree before sunset and after
sunrise.

Overnight TLS data of a Silver birch tree (7.7 m tall, Figure 4) were acquired176

from Puttonen et al. (2016a,b). This dataset was recorded in Finland on 11–12177

September 2013 with the Finnish Geospatial Research Institute (FGI) Hyperspec-178

tral Laser Scanner (HSL) (Hakala et al., 2012). Measurements were carried out179

outdoor, with a scanning interval of about 1 hour (shortened to 40 min near sun-180

rise and sunset). Reference markers (spheres) were placed around the tree to serve181

as stable targets (Figure 4). External factors such as wind speed and precipita-182

tion were negligible so that changes in the point clouds were solely from intrinsic183

movements of the vegetation. The main purpose of this dataset was to evaluate the184
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plant circadian rhythm, especially the overnight movement of the crown. A full185

description of the measurement site and data acquisition is reported in Puttonen186

et al. (2016a).187

2.1.4. Oak example188

Figure 5: Side and top view of TLS point clouds of an Oak tree. Black rectangles highlight three
typical areas with branch growth and wood decay. Region c is further magnified to highlight the
wood decay.

TLS point cloud data recorded on a ca. 85-year-old (21 m tall, Figure 5) En-189

glish oak tree under leaf-off conditions were used here to assess the effectiveness190

of the method to detect and quantify long-term growth patterns. Prior to scanning,191

the stem diameter at breast height (DBH, 1.3 m above ground level) was measured192

with a research girth tape (precision of ± 0.001 m) and its position marked with193

a 0.02 m width highly reflective plastic band (surface reflectivity > 80% at 670194

nm). The data were acquired in a long-term monitoring experimental plantation195
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site located in south-eastern England (51.1533◦ N; 0.8512◦ W; 82 m a.s.l.). The196

tree was scanned using a Leica HDS-6100 (Leica Geosystems Ltd., Heerbrugg) at197

an angular sampling resolution of 0.018◦ in the winters of 2014, 2016 and 2018198

from nine scan positions distributed over a ca. 15 m radius plot. Detection and199

removal of scanner noise, multiple reflections and ghost points were carried out200

using a depth discontinuity triangles based detection method on the angle between201

the local surface normal and the TLS viewing direction (Rombourg, 2019). The202

filtered point clouds were then aligned in a common Cartesian coordinate system203

(Figure 5) by the Cyclone software program (Leica Geosystems Ltd.) using six204

‘6” tilt and turn’ reflective planer targets set out around the tree.205

2.2. Method206

PlantMove is designed as a generic framework to capture various types of207

plant structural movements, including small range movements such as circadian208

rhythm and large range movements resulted from growth dynamics and seasonal209

phenology. The core of the method is the concept to regard plant structural move-210

ment as a nonrigid 3D transformation of plant structures in spatio-temporal do-211

main. We formulate this idea by estimating a motion field between plant point212

clouds acquired from different time periods using nonrigid point cloud registra-213

tion. This method operates on single points, thus is able to retrieve a detailed 3D214

motion field of movement. The magnitude (i.e., displacement value) and direction215

of this motion field are estimated simultaneously.216

However, there are a number of challenges that prevent the direct application217

of nonrigid point cloud registration on plant data. First, nonrigid point cloud regis-218

tration is usually computationally very intensive, and has not been widely applied219

on real world applications, especially on structurally complex plants. The accu-220

racy of nonrigid point cloud registration also degrades rapidly for large point sets221

(Chen et al., 2015). Its robustness and efficiency are thus unknown for very dense,222

and large-volume TLS datasets. Second, plant structures are often self-similar223

with fractal topologies (Corbit and Garbary, 1995), which leads to additional dif-224

ficulties in point cloud registration. Last but not least, the complex nature of plant225

structures induces occlusions in data acquisition. The resulting point clouds often226

have uneven point densities and incomplete structures. The one-to-one point-wise227

correspondences between point clouds can thus not be established.228

We tackle these challenges by designing a progressive and coarse-to-fine frame-229

work using a probability-based registration method named Coherent Point Drift230

(CPD) (Myronenko and Song, 2010). The CPD method treats data as probability231
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Figure 6: Workflow of PlantMove.
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density distribution, allowing the processing of plant data with outliers, incom-232

plete structures, uneven densities, and limited overlaps (Brophy et al., 2015). We233

then propose a unique data representation structured by consistent voxelization to234

continuously detect two types of registration convergences, which preserves both235

local and global data structures (Figure 6). This strategy also greatly accelerates236

data processing, so that the high-resolution 3D motion field can be efficiently es-237

timated for large datasets.238

PlantMove is implemented as an open-source MATLAB (MathWorks.Inc, Nat-239

ick, MA, USA) tool. We provide a graphical user interface (GUI) (see Appendix240

A) and compiled a standalone executable that does not require a Matlab to be241

installed on the user’s machine. The source code and compiled executable are242

available at https://zenodo.org/record/6388906.243

2.2.1. Consistent voxelization244

Figure 7: Consistent voxelization. (a) The red and green points are the mean points (i.e., skeleton
points sk) of each point cloud (in cyan and black) in voxels. (b) Skeleton points of each voxel are
used for registration. (c) Two skeleton points for the same voxel are converged if they are spatially
closer than a threshold.

PlantMove accepts two point clouds acquired from epoch t1 and t2 as inputs,245

with point cloud t1 being the reference set and point cloud t2 as the deformed set.246
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It is noted that two point clouds do not need to be pre-aligned (e.g., from differ-247

ent scanners or measurement campaigns, see Section 3.2). Each point cloud can248

be pre-processed by uniform down-sampling and/or noise removal. This optional249

step can potentially help to reduce the data size and clean the point clouds. Af-250

terwards, the two point clouds are fed into the consistent voxelization step. The251

consistent voxelization builds a common voxel space with the same origin and252

voxel size for both point clouds (Figure 7). We dynamically update a factor k to253

scale the voxel size as k×s during the progressive framework, where s is the aver-254

age point spacing of original point clouds. We denote the mean point (i.e., center255

of gravity) of each point cloud in individual voxels as skeleton point sk to capture256

the data distribution and structure. The mean point is a simple data aggregation257

encoding the spatial distribution of points inside the voxel. The entire registration258

pipeline is performed on skeleton point sets X for skt1 and Y for skt2 .259

2.2.2. Coherent point drift260

In this section, we summarize the essentials of the CPD algorithm. More261

detailed descriptions and derivation can be found in Myronenko and Song (2010).262

The CPD algorithm regards the registration of two point clouds as an esti-263

mation of probability density. Given two point clouds XN×3 = (x1, . . . ,xN)
T

264

and YM×3 = (y1, . . . ,yM)T , the CPD algorithm treats YN×3 as the centroids of265

a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), and XN×3 as data points generated by this266

model. The alignment of two point clouds reaches optimal when the GMM pos-267

terior probability is maximized. The centroids are moved coherently to preserve268

the topological structure of the point clouds (Golyanik et al., 2016).269

2.2.3. Progressive registration270

Prior to executing the CPD registration, the framework first detects locally271

converged skeleton points. Two skeleton points skt1 and skt2 of a common voxel272

are set to be locally converged if their spatial distance is smaller than a threshold273

r, implying that two point clouds inside this voxel depict a similar data struc-274

ture (Figure 7c). The locally converged skeleton points and their encoded points275

are marked at this step. Afterwards, all skeleton points (i.e., both converged and276

non-converged) are fed into the CPD nonrigid registration algorithm. The non-277

converged skeleton point sets in Y and their corresponding points are updated278

according to the estimated transformation. If the transformation yields in a small279

movement closer than the threshold r for any of those non-converged skeleton280

points, they are designated as global convergence. Consequently, our method de-281

tects two types of converged skeleton points (i.e., voxels) in each iteration. In the282
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next step, previously non-converged skeleton points are updated by new skele-283

ton points generated by a new voxel size with a decreased k value. By this way,284

we increase the details of those non-converged parts to better capture the under-285

lying structure. Converged skeleton points from previous iterations are always286

retained in the registration to capture the global data structure (Figure 6). The en-287

tire pipeline is performed recursively until no points in Y can be updated or the k288

value reaches one (i.e., the registration is already performed on the original point289

clouds). The outcome is then a 3D motion field retrieved from the transformations290

of each converged voxel. Therefore, our method is a progressive and coarse-to-291

fine framework to gradually increase the level of details embedded in the skeleton292

points.293

Figure 8: Illustration of the theoretical confidence limit r of registration between two point clouds.
s denotes the point spacing.

The threshold r drives both local and global convergences. Considering the294

discrete sampling of TLS on object surfaces, there exists a theoretical r that im-295

plies the confidence limit of registration. If two point clouds have uniform densi-296

ties with an average point spacing of s over an object surface, the maximum point-297

to-point distance r between these two point clouds can be calculated as
√
0.5× s298

(Figure 8). This value r thus represents the theoretical largest mis-matching in-299

duced by the TLS discrete sampling. Any distances shorter than this value are300

vague, and can be a result either from non-alignment or TLS discrete sampling.301

In addition, PlantMove requires one user-defined parameter k that controls the302

starting voxel size. This value is essentially a compromise between computation303

speed and accuracy, and is also related to the spatial dimensions of point clouds.304

A large k value means that the registration is initiated on a sparse representation.305

The registration thus has a risk to converge too early due to insufficient level of306

details. A too small k otherwise increases the computation burden, which is al-307

ready very intensive for nonrigid point cloud registration. Moreover, a very high308

degree of details may be redundant for registration. Empirically, we found that309

∼3000 voxels as a beginning attempt provides a good balance. Based on that, we310

provide an option to auto-estimate the k value in PlantMove. The machine we311
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used to run the test had the following specifications: Windows 10, Intel® CoreTM
312

i9-10900X and 64 GB RAM.313

3. Results314

3.1. Synthetic flower315

Using PlantMove, we successfully retrieved the detailed motion field from316

two point clouds for the synthetic flower example, which is visualized in Figure 2.317

Quantitative results showed a root mean square error (RMSE) of 0.27 cm (20.7%)318

of displacements compared with the reference values. The recovered motion field319

displayed a consistent spatial pattern with the simulated actual movement.320

3.2. Synthetic tree321

Figure 9: Example of estimating structural movement between two point clouds from coordinate
systems with different origins. a) Retrieved motion fields including global coordinate shift (1000
lines are shown for visualization). b) The actual displacements after eliminating coordinate shift.

In this example, we first tested PlantMove on pre-aligned TLS point clouds322

(Figure 3), then evaluated its applicability on point clouds of the same tree but323

were embedded in coordinate systems with different origins (Figure 9). Quanti-324

tatively, the retrieved motion field from pre-aligned TLS point clouds displayed325

a RMSE value of 1.94 cm (8.2%) (Figure 3). The mean absolute bias of motion326
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direction estimation was 6.15◦. The nonlinear structural movement pattern was327

well captured, compared to the reference motion field.328

For point clouds with different coordinate origins, the retrieved motion fields329

contained both shifts from the coordinates and the actual movement (Figure 9a).330

In order to estimate the motion fields from actual structural movement, a global331

rigid transformation due to the coordinate mismatching should be subtracted from332

the propagated motion fields. Specifically, the rigid transformation can be esti-333

mated from stable parts of the objects, where structural movement is not expected.334

For trees and plants, we can make a fair assumption that their roots are stable.335

Therefore, we subtracted the motion field of the lowest point (i.e., root) from the336

global fields. The remaining motion fields thus represented the actual motion re-337

sulted from structural movement (Figure 9b). Quantitatively, this example showed338

a RMSE of 2.30 cm (9.8%), which was similar to the results obtained from data339

without coordinates shift (i.e., the results in Figure 3). Therefore, our method is340

not affected by the mis-matching of coordinates. This example displays the uni-341

versality of PlantMove in real world applications. We showed that point clouds342

acquired from different time periods do not necessarily need to be pre-aligned in343

advance.344

3.3. Birch circadian rhythm345

Figure 10: Result of the retrieved circadian rhythm of the birch tree. Displacement denotes the
magnitude of the motion field.

Following Puttonen et al. (2016a), the point cloud acquired right before sunset346

(at 19:40) was used as the reference to detect crown structural changes over the347

night. In total, 22 scans spanning from 20:20 h to next day 14:59 h were used in348
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this study. The maximum displacement (i.e., the magnitude of the motion field) of349

data acquired at each time node was retrieved against the reference using Plant-350

Move (Figure 10). Results showed that the displacements of sphere markers were351

within the detection limit as illustrated in Figure 8, indicating that our method is352

effective in preserving the stable components of objects. An unexpected move-353

ment with up to 7 cm magnitude was first observed at 20:20, which was likely a354

result of minor disturbance in the air right after the sunset. Otherwise, an over-355

all systematic displacement pattern was observed for the birch crown movement.356

The movement reached the maximum magnitude up to 17 cm (99th percentile)357

right after sunrise (Figure 10), and gradually returned to the original position af-358

terwards. The motion recovery took approximately 4 hours. This observed pattern359

was consistent with other studies on tree circadian rhythm and overnight move-360

ment (Puttonen et al., 2019), although different datasets were used. An animated361

GIF of the detailed retrieved 3D motion field is available in supplementary infor-362

mation.363

3.3.1. Method comparison364

The available long time series point clouds of the silver birch make it an ideal365

dataset for method comparison, as a temporal movement trend can be verified by366

confronting different methods.367

Figure 11: Extracted vertical movement patterns of the silver birch. Color scale represents the
movements at 07:01 (i.e., right after sunrise) with data at 19:40 as the reference. Box plots show
three examples of vertical displacements at different heights. Each box indicates the median, 25th
percentile, 75th percentile, minimum, and maximum values.
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We first extracted the vertical components of motion field (Figure 11) in or-368

der to compare with the original publication, in which the displacements were369

quantified at various height percentiles as height changes (Puttonen et al., 2016a).370

Vertical displacements at 22:03, 02:00, and 07:01 were shown in Figure 11. As371

a result, the movements were mild at 22:03, with an uplifted trend except the top372

part of the crown (i.e., above 3 m). Nonetheless, overall downward movements373

were observed at 02:00. This trend was further amplified at 07:10, for which374

the maximum downward movement magnitude reached around 20 cm at the side375

branch located at the height of 2 m (Figure 11). This overall vertical movement376

trend was consistent with the changes of height percentiles reported in Puttonen377

et al. (2016a). However, we note that the vertical movements were more complex378

with significant variations even at the same height (e.g., the box plots in Figure379

11 and GIF in supplementary information). Such spatial patterns were not able380

to be captured by those methods used simple height changes, whereas the hereby381

proposed PlantMove method clearly quantified and demonstrated these 3D spatial382

movement patterns.383

Figure 12: Results estimated by Puttonen et al. (2019). (a) Selected cluster locations. (b) Cluster
displacements.
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Moreover, we compared our results with those extracted by the approach in384

Puttonen et al. (2019), a method that is also able to quantify 3D movement patterns385

and most relevant to ours. Puttonen et al. (2019) used a clustering based method.386

Therefore, clusters had to be constructed first and movements were quantified at387

the cluster level (Figure 12). Here, movements were only quantified until noon to388

focus on a comparison of overnight movements. Overall, very similar movement389

patterns were observed with a maximum displacement of around 20 cm right after390

sunrise (Figure 12). More significant movements occurred at the top and side391

branches, which were consistent with our results (see the GIF in supplementary392

information). The unexpected movement at 20:20 was confirmed by the method393

of Puttonen et al. (2019), implying the legitimacy of our results.394

3.4. Oak growth dynamics395

Figure 13: Result of the retrieved growth patterns of oak. Locations of motion fields correspond
to the point clouds shown in Figure 5. Displacement denotes the magnitude of motion filed.

For this example, reported results in Figures 5 and 13 captured substantial396

changes in the above-ground 3D structure of this slow-growing tree species over397

only a four-year-period: i) Gradual increases in branch lengths and in the crown398

volume (Figure 5a), driven by the primary growth controlled by apical meristem399

activities; ii) Gradual spread out of the branch structure (Figure 5b), driven by400

the continuous interplay of growth, gravity and inter-competitions for light at the401

branch scale; iii) Gradual increases in diameters (measured DBH values in 2014,402
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2016 and 2018 were: 42.7, 43.8 and 45.0 cm, respectively) at the stem and coarse403

branches scales (Figures 13 and 14) i.e., the secondary or radial growth controlled404

by lateral meristem activities, and iv) Branch crack, break and wood-decay events405

(Figure 5c), driven by wind, snow or ice storms and fungi activities, respectively.406

Overall, all above-enumerated patterns were successfully sensed by our Plant-407

Move method with maximum of 1 m from Figure 13 (branch scale) to minimum408

of 7 mm (DBH scale) from Figure 14.

Figure 14: Recorded changes in the oak stem diameter at the DBH mark for the 2014 (green),
2016 (blue) and 2018 (black) campaigns from (a) the TLS data and (b) the PlantMove method:
red arrows depict an example of sensed motions between 2014 and 2018.

409

4. Discussion410

In general, point cloud based change analyses have been widely investigated411

in geoscientific research, especially for topographic change quantification (Eitel412

et al., 2016). Advanced algorithms were developed to estimate 3D change pat-413

terns (Williams et al., 2021). However, it was not until recent such movement414

quantification methods were made available for plants (Puttonen et al., 2019).415

The unique challenges for plants are primarily attributed to the extremely com-416

plex structures of plant morphology (e.g., tree crown). On the one hand, such417
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Figure 15: Bias histogram of estimated displacements from PlantMove and M3C2 for the synthetic
tree dataset.

complex morphological structure often leads to severe occlusions, causing the ac-418

quired point clouds having data voids and heterogeneous density distributions. On419

the other hand, the complex structure itself, especially when combined with the420

resulting poor data quality, create problems for common point cloud comparison421

methods. As a consequence, methods developed for other scenarios often failed422

to correctly estimate a detailed 3D movement pattern in plants. For example,423

Multiscale Model to Model Cloud Comparison (M3C2) is one of the most pop-424

ular point cloud based change analyses methods in geoscientific research (Lague425

et al., 2013; Zahs et al., 2022). It, however, failed to extract the correct motion426

field for the synthetic tree in our study (Figure 15).427

Early works on quantifying plant movements from point cloud time series used428

height percentile change based methods (Puttonen et al., 2016a; Zlinszky et al.,429

2017). Key advantage of these methods is the simple data processing workflow.430

However, the deficiency is obvious, as only aggregated metrics are estimated. In431

figure 11, we have shown that at the same height, movement patterns and dis-432

placement magnitudes can vary significantly. Such information is only available433

with a 3D change detection method. To the best of our knowledge, Puttonen et al.434

(2019) is the first method to retrieve 3D motion fields of trees from time series435

TLS data. The method is intuitive and light in computation. However, clustering436

is conducted prior to change tracking, making the method potentially vulnerable437

to a reliable clustering step. Moreover, the extracted motion field is thus on the438

cluster level, rather than a detailed point-wise 3D pattern. This causes information439

loss if more detailed movement patterns are of interests. Our PlantMove method440
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improves this limitation by providing displacement patterns at the individual point441

level and directly processing the whole point cloud.442

The proposed PlantMove method is a non-rigid registration framework that is443

designed specifically for temporal point clouds of large and structurally complex444

plants. Point-level 3D motion fields can be estimated with fine details including445

displacement magnitude, orientation, and spatial distribution. The effectiveness446

of PlantMove was faithfully demonstrated by the four datasets included in this447

study. First, PlantMove is based on spatio-temporal nonrigid point cloud prob-448

ability based registration that is embedded in a coarse-to-fine framework. This449

inherent nature makes it applicable to large and complex tree datasets with occlu-450

sions. We showed that PlantMove successfully revealed the diurnal movements451

of a birch (Figure 10) and growth patterns of an Oak tree over a four-year period452

(Figures 13 and 14). The synthetic datasets further allowed us to quantify the re-453

trieved motion fields, displaying millimeter to centimeter level accuracies. These454

results implied that our method is able to recover plant structural movements with455

high fidelity, a requirement that is vital for tasks such as plant phenotyping and456

biomechanical studies. Secondly, PlantMove exploits a coarse-to-fine registration457

strategy that maintains both local and global convergences. This strategy effec-458

tively accelerates the processing while retaining registration accuracy, as nonrigid459

point cloud registration is generally computationally very intensive. This advan-460

tage is crucial as we intended to develop a generic method that is applicable to461

various types plant datasets including small crops and big trees. Our method462

preserves both local and global structures, and is thus able to recover complex463

movement patterns, as the example shown in Figures 13 and 14. Furthermore,464

PlantMove is not only able to recover coherent movement, but also extracts the465

secondary growth such as increases in trunk or branch diameters. An example is466

given in Figure 14, displaying the retrieved volumetric change in thickness.467

However, PlantMove exhibits certain limitations. The main challenge is that468

it is unable to handle large changes that devastate the overall structure. In other469

words, in the current implementation, it always registers a structural entity to an-470

other. This implies that it is most effective to time series data acquired from con-471

tinuous movements (e.g., coherent or articular motion). For instance, PlantMove472

would fail to register a tree with data acquired before and after a certain branch473

is broken or pruned. However, if such structural changes are captured by time474

series data in a continuous manner, our method is still able to retrieve the motions475

between two data frames. A future work should be dedicated to detect local early476

convergence to cope with abrupt structural changes.477
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5. Conclusion478

In this study, we have introduced a generic method entitled PlantMove to479

quantify plant structural movements from TLS time series. The outcome of this480

method is a high-resolution 3D motion field with point-wise movement orienta-481

tion and displacement. We demonstrated the application of PlantMove in moni-482

toring the circadian rhythm of a silver birch, and the four-year growth dynamics483

of an oak tree. In addition, two synthetic datasets with small-scale and large-range484

(i.e., millimeter to meter) movements were used to quantify the retrieved motion485

fields, which further showed the effectiveness of PlantMove. A current limit of486

PlantMove is that it only estimates movement resulted from coherent or articular487

motion. If a large portion of a structure disappears or is entirely reformed arbi-488

trarily, PlantMove will fail to capture the movement. Overall, PlantMove can help489

to better understand the responses of plants to external and/or internal stimuli and490

their spatio-temporal dynamics.491
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Appendix A. Description of PlantMove’s GUI504

In this section, we briefly describe the GUI of the PlantMove tool (Figure505

A.16). The simple GUI contains buttons/functions to import point clouds ac-506

quired from two different time epochs, run the PlantMove progressive nonrigid507
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Figure A.16: The interface of the PlantMove tool.
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registration method, and export results with retrieved motion fields of movement.508

Below we briefly describe the GUI’s components.509

1. Display panel: This window is used to display the original point clouds and510

retrieved motion fields. When displaying the point clouds, the number of511

points and the dimension (XYZ) are shown in the title. The displayed point512

clouds can be rotated and zoomed with mouse operations. When plotting,513

point clouds are downsampled to ensure a smooth visualization.514

2. A colored indicator showing the status of the current processing step. When515

a step has not been executed, the indicator is blue. Yellow color indicates516

that the current step is currently processing. When the processing is fin-517

ished, the color turns green.518

3. Buttons to import point clouds. Supported point cloud formats include las,519

mat, xyz, txt, ply, pcd. For ascii formats, space delimiter without header520

is required. The reference point cloud should be imported as t1, while the521

moved one as t2 (i.e., t1 to t2).522

4. Functions for the optimal pre-processing step. The value of ‘Denoise knn’ is523

used to estimate the mean of the average distance to neighbors of all points.524

Outliers are defined as farther than one standard deviation from the mean525

of the average distance. ’Downsample n’ specifies a multiplication factor to526

decide a voxel size ’n × average point spacing’ to uniformly downsample527

the point clouds. Set one or both parameters to 0 to skip preprocessing.528

5. The button to execute the progressive nonrigid registration method in Plant-529

Move. The progress bar indicates the real-time progress.530

6. Export a txt file containing resulting motion fields. The exported file is a 6-531

column file, with column 1-3 specifying point locations from point cloud t2532

and column 4-6 the directed motion vector for each point. The magnitude533

(i.e., displacement) can be further calculated as the vector length of each534

motion field.535

7. A button to reset the whole program. This includes deleting all imported536

point clouds, resetting the status of lamp indicators, and emptying the dis-537

play window.538

8. A progress monitor (log info) to additionally display the current progress.539
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